Hegira

All the accumulated knowledge of Hegiras
First-Born is graven on giant Obelisks that
tower into the sky; beyond mankinds
power to reach and read. But as knowledge
advances, so the enigmas of the giant
planets nature grow steadily more
impossible to understand.

Hegira (from the Arabic hijra, which means breaking off relations, abandoning ones tribe, or migrating) refers to the
departure of the Prophet Muhammad fromMcCandless made an indelible impression on a number of people during the
course of his hegira, most of whom spent only a few days in his company, a weekThe Hijri year (Arabic: ???? ????????
) or era is the era used in the Islamic lunar calendar, which begins its count from the Islamic New Year in 622 AD.
During thatOn this day in 622, the prophet Muhammad completes his Hegira, or flight, from Mecca to Medina to escape
persecution. In Medina, Muhammad set aboutflight of Muhammad from Mecca to Medina (July 16, 622 C.E.), the event
from which the Islamic calendar reckons, 1580s, from Medieval Latin hegira, from ArabicDefine hegira. hegira
synonyms, hegira pronunciation, hegira translation, English dictionary definition of hegira. also hejira n. 1. A flight to
escape danger.Hegira definition: the occasion in AD 622 when the prophet Muhammad left Mecca and travelled to
Medina. This date is the one from which the Islamic system ofHegira definition: the departure of Mohammed from
Mecca to Medina in 622 ad the starting point of the Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples.2. also Hegira
The flight of Muhammad from Mecca to Medina in 622 AD, marking the beginning of the Muslim era. [Medieval Latin,
from Arabic hijra, emigration,Hegira or Hejira both: hiji?r?, hej??r? [key] [Ar.,= Hijra =breaking off of relations], the
departure of the prophet Muhammad from Mecca in Sept., 622. MuhammadDefinition of Hegira in US English Muhammads departure from Mecca to Medina in AD 622, prompted by the opposition of the merchants of Mecca andIn
general, a hegira is a journey from one place to another more desirable place. After Old Earth was destroyed in the Big
Mistake, the term Hegira became used
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